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Finishes: Grenadine,
SIlver and White

Appearances that never deceive
The reception area plays a key role in the success of any business. From the very first
glance, your visitors and customers form an opinion about your company.
The Reception collection from Artopex ensures that every visit builds good client relations.
After all, you never get a second chance to make a good first impression.
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At Artopex, we believe in the power of synergy, which is why
our collections are designed to merge beautifully. Here,
Lancelot lounge-style furniture combines with Element
poufs as ideal partners for the reception desk.
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RC
1
Take the lead
Synonymous with vitality and brio, the RC1 series is the perfect reflection of
today’s dynamic business leadership. The avant-garde design of its glossy
aluminum accents, its light and airy look, and the versatility of its postbased structure makes creating practical custom layouts a breeze.

Finishes: White, Chestnut
and frosted acylic

Finishes: White,
Cherry and Silver

RC1’s shelves and storage
accessories ensure that there’s
a place for everything and
everything is in its place.
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Finishes: Chestnut, Silver
and frosted acrylic

As you interface with clients,
transaction reception shelves are both
practical and beautiful. Available in a
variety of front finishes.

There’s nothing like lounge-style
furniture to create a relaxed
ambience. Here, two armchairs
from the Lancelot collection.

Finishes: White
and Tigerwood
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RC
2
Stylish, classic, practical
Simplicity has never had so much class. By cleverly combining
wood and metal finishes, the RC2 collection’s design creates an
ambiance as warm and welcoming as it is refined. The height and
length of the front panels can be varied to give your reception area
the unique, tailor-made look you seek.
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Finishes : Maritime Maple
and Silver

Finishes: Moka
and Silver

Finishes: White and
Dark Oak
Finishes: Cayenne Maple
and Silver

Add function — and a dash of color — to your
workspace with simple and practical additions like an
accessory bar or a bulletin board. With Artopex, life just
keeps getting easier.

Finishes: Charcoal
and Champagne
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RC
3
The architecture of the soul
Just as the eyes are the mirror of the soul, the reception area is the mirror
of your business. With the infinite possibilities of the RC3 modules, you
can give your reception area truly customized style.
Straight lines or curves? Perhaps a serpentine ? A metal finish or acrylic?
Or perhaps wood ? Dignified tones or more striking colors ? Compact or
elongated shapes ? Make your company’s own style statement.

Finishes: Dark Oak
and frosted acrylic

Finishes: White, Tangerine
and frosted acrylic

Finishes: Kiwi and Silver
Finishes: Douglas Pine, Silver
and frosted acryilic
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Finishes: White, Moka
and Chestnut

Finishes: White and Moka

You’ll notice the quality of
the finishing touches on
RC3 furniture, a reflection
of our attention to even
the smallest details.

Finishes: White,
Grenadine and Silver
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The Artopex classics
The skill, expertise and experience of the Artopex team
means that we are always at the cutting edge, creating
state-of-the-art office furniture collections that soon
become classics. Every component is designed to
help you make the very best use of your company’s
public areas and office spaces.

Take Off
A model of precise, economical
and clean design.

Uni-T
When elegance rhymes with
performance.
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Nano
An ingenious addition to the Nano
collection: the Reception shelf.

Time
Made to keep pace with
a rapidly changing world.

Take Off System

Wood

No matter the size, we have the
furniture to suit your space.

The essence of prestige
and distinction.
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